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In the Name of God: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Amen. 
 
Over the last several generations, religious culture in America has shifted drastically. There was a time in our 
country when it was the expectation and assumed reality that just about everybody went to church. It was a 
built-in part of the week that nobody ignored -- businesses weren't open, sports weren't played, and in many small 
to mid-sized towns, if you weren't in church on a particular Sunday, everybody knew about it. This was America 
in the 1940s and 50s -- and many yearn for this time -- a time when the Christian faith was the most important 
thing in people's lives, at least on Sunday mornings. 
 
Fast forward to 2018 and you'll find polls, surveys, and articles every year about how church attendance and 
people's overall attitude toward religion is changing significantly. Just to cover a few areas: 
 

● As of last year, 56% of Americans say it is not necessary to believe in God in order to have good morals, up 
8% since 2011. 

● 27% of Americans describe themselves as "spiritual but not religious," also up 8% from 2012. 
● About 23% of Americans are religiously unaffiliated. 
● And hitting a little closer to home, average Sunday attendance across the Episcopal Church has dropped 

almost 33% since 2000.  
 
As to why this trend continues as it has, the theories are as various as people are: 
"They didn't use to have sports on Sunday mornings." 
"There's too many options of other things I could do." 
"Parents don't make their kids go to church anymore." 
"It's just a different time." 
 
Typically, the Church's response to much of these kinds of theories is to get defensive and figure out some way to 
put the blame elsewhere -- that surely the Church is still doing things the right way and it's all the other people 
who are wrong; or surely the Church, as the gatekeeper of all things God-related, couldn't be missing the mark and 
it's all the other people who have to conform to how we do things. Unfortunately, those are tried and true ways to 
kill a church instead of grow it. 
 
And as much as we typically have answers, we are often less inclined to listen carefully to what people say when 
they leave the Church. It's much easier to dismiss someone's thoughts on the matter, but then the Church rarely 
learns. If I'm honest, sometimes I completely agree with some of the reasons I've heard. It would be nice to get 
some relaxing family time on a Sunday morning. It would be enjoyable to go out on a Saturday night and sleep in. 
People's schedules are more crazy than they used to be. And the Church, in one way or another, has been the cause 
of much grief and pain for many of our brothers and sisters who will never step inside a sanctuary again. 
 
There really isn't one answer to all of this, though. Society as a whole is complicated -- human beings are messy -- 
and even if the Church is left perplexed as to why so many people are changing their minds about religion and 
God, it might be in our best interest -- and theirs -- for the Church to discern how we might best address the 
situation, repent of those places where we have led others astray or burned bridges, and then move forward 
faithfully and compassionately. 
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For as much as this trend has changed our society, I'm almost certain there's one part in this whole equation that 
hasn't changed -- people. Deep down, a few decades here and there hasn't changed the most important things 
about us. That we thrive when we are loved. That we survive better when we are not alone. That our souls need 
sustenance just as much as our bodies do. That our hearts desire something more than superficiality and reality 
television -- they desire truth, something real. I will never be convinced otherwise of these things, and even the 
decline of the Episcopal Church's attendance and the next batch of religious polling data doesn't change my mind 
from the belief that what we need the most is the "realness" of God, the God in whom we live and move and have 
our being, the God who has made a covenant with us, even onto our very hearts. Maybe fewer people now would 
agree with me than sixty years ago, but that may be because the Church was better at telling the story sixty years 
ago, was better at showing people the "realness" of God sixty years ago. Or maybe there really were just fewer 
options on a Sunday morning sixty years ago. 
 
Regardless, the reality of the human condition is to yearn for truth, for meaning, for reality. As Christians, when 
we want to look for those things, we look to Christ, and this morning, we are certainly not alone. Today we enter 
into John's telling of the events of Jesus' final week by encountering an unnamed group of Greeks whose request 
to the apostle Philip might resonate with many of us and the church-going experience -- while there will always be 
polls about whether or not the Church helps us know morality, or whether or not going to Church makes us good 
people, or even whether or not we're "religious" -- I'd argue that what the Greeks requested of Philip goes much 
further than any of that and matters much more than those things, that it gets to the heart of what it means to be 
have real life, that it resonates deep within the heart of every human being in one way or another, and it's most 
likely the most real reason that any of us are even here today: 
 
"Sir, we wish to see Jesus." 
 
They who had not yet met him wished to see him. They must have heard about him, for by this time word would 
have spread about this Jesus who healed the sick. This Jesus who cast out demons. This Jesus who turned water 
into wine. This Jesus who raised Lazarus from the dead. No wonder they wanted to see him -- no one else in the 
history of the world had ever done anything like this! Like many, the Greeks may have believed what they heard 
but also many have wanted to verify it for themselves. I wonder if so many people have the same thoughts today 
but are too afraid of approaching the Church to find Jesus -- the Church that has been rocked by scandal, the 
Church that has so often closed its doors to people if they don't dress a certain way or act a certain way or love the 
so-called "right" people. For all the of the statistics and reasons I've heard that put the blame on the people outside 
the Church's doors, the Church must repent of the fact that we have done plenty in our history to make those 
doors unappealing in the first place. 
 
But it certainly doesn't have to be that way. Thank God for Philip, who quickly went on his way to make sure this 
meeting occurred between Jesus and the Greeks. Thank God for you when you welcome people here, or tell your 
friends and family about this Jesus who has touched your life. And thank God for the chance that each of us has to 
be an evangelist for Christ just like Philip -- for even if the culture in our country has changed, and people aren't 
coming to churches as much as they once did, we all still yearn for truth, reality, and love. When someone comes 
into your life desiring all of those things and asks you "will you show me Jesus?" -- how might you show him to 
them? 


